
Bedford Group Transearch is a leading 
privately-held, retained North American 
executive search firm

We Deliver Results

#1
Performing office  
among 60 global locations  
in Transearch

93%
Industry leading retention 
rate three years post hire

60%
North American  
Assignments

40%
Global Assignments

85%
of business comes through  
repeat, satisfied clients

5,000+
Completed searches

How We’re Unique

Who We Are

Bedford Group Transearch provides clients with a unique and robust executive search 
process that ensures we help you attract and retain not merely the best leaders, but  
the right leaders. We deliver this through proven, proprietary diagnostic and assessment  
tools that measure candidates’ across the four key dimensions of fit: Culture, Team, 
Performance and Leadership. This approach has enabled us to achieve an unparalleled 
track-record of success with a 93% retention rate for Bedford Group Transearch placed 
candidates, three years post-hire.

We are the Canadian partner to Transearch,  
one of the world’s top-10 executive search firms  
with 60 offices in 40+ countries.
For more than four decades, we have provided premium executive search and  
talent management services to a diverse group of publicly traded and privately held 
organizations ranging from start-ups to multi-nationals, across all sectors. 

Our team of experts has a deep understanding of the current and emerging global  
talent and leadership trends with proven capabilities supporting the North American 
marketplace, with strong emphasis in Toronto, Boston, New Jersey, New York,  
California, Vancouver and Montreal.

Bedford Group Transearch provides a holistic suite of talent services that ensure you  
have the right leaders, in the right roles, doing the right things. 

• Retained Executive Search

• Executive & Board Compensation

• Culture Diagnostics

• Talent Scouting

• Leadership Assessment & Development

• Organizational Strategy

• Leadership Integration & Virtual Onboarding

• Executive Coaching

Canada: 22 Adelaide Street West, Suite 2760, Toronto, ON M5H 4E3  416-963-9000
USA: One Mifflin Place, Suite 400, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02138, USA  617-520-6657
info@bedfordgroup.com  |  bedfordgroup.com




